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All players and visitors must wear footwear at all times.

All players and visitors must wear footwear at all times.

The flagpoles should not be removed from holes at any time.

The flagpoles should not be removed from holes at any time.

A maximum of five players per group, to prevent holding up

A maximum of five players per group, to prevent holding up

other groups.

other groups.

Children under 10 years must be accompanied by an adult

Children under 10 years must be accompanied by an adult

1.

The aim of the game is to play all 14 holes, in the lowest number of kicks of the ball eg
at tee 1. if it takes you three kicks to get the ball in the hole, then your score for
that tee is 3 points. Each player records their points for each tee & then the player
with the lowest total at the end of the game is the winner!!
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2.

Each tee has a green start flag & a red finish flag, see reverse of page for course
map & instructions for each tee
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3.

Each player must start at the artificial piece of grass at each start flag
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4.

If your ball lands off course or on another groups area, please show courtesy before
playing on
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5.

If when teeing off the ball rolls backward, you may pick up the ball &
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replace on the tee without a penalty
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6.

The ball must be played where & when it stops ie no kicking a moving ball
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7.

If the ball lands in shrubs or in a garden bed, then it must be picked up & replaced to
the closest playable spot, to prevent damage, no penalty applies
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8.

The winner of the previous hole plays first on the next hole. Players take turns to
kick, if another players ball is in the way, it can be removed while you take a shot &
then replaced
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If you hit an opponents ball it must be replaced to its original position.
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10.

Each kick is a single kick, no dribbling
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11.

When kicking, the other foot must stay on the ground
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12.

If a ball is kicked over the course boundaries, a one point penalty applies
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Course obstacles must be observed, not removed
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14.

The maximum number of kicks on each tee is 10
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15.

If you have faster groups behind you, please let them through
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